
Stock Exchange Membership

A  break with political tradition laid the foundation 
for the first stock exchange in the United States. 
Instead of having the customary party at the close 
of his term of office, the mayor of Philadelphia in 
1746 created a fund for the founding of a market
place for business, which was opened in a coffee
house in 1754. The formation of an association of 
brokers in Philadelphia in 1790 was the beginning 
of the modern stock exchange.

The New Y ork  Stock Exchange followed closely 
in 1792. There a group of brokers met each day 
under a tree on W all Street to trade in the stocks 
of a few insurance companies and banks and in the 
bonds of the new United States Government. W hen 
the brokers moved inside to a rented room on W all

Street, each member was assigned a specific seat. 
Thus, the phrase “ seat on the exchange”  became 
synonymous with membership, although today the 
term has figurative meaning only.

Since these first two exchanges, over 100 other 
exchanges have existed in this country. Today 
there are 16 stock exchanges. Some of these have 
been formed by the consolidation of several ex 
changes. For example, the Pacific Coast Stock E x 
change was formed in 1957 by the unification o f the 
San Francisco and Los Angeles Stock Exchanges.

In 1868 the New Y ork  Stock Exchange erected 
its first building, financed by contributions of mem
bers. T o  protect each member’s equity in the build
ing, a limitation was placed on the number of mem
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bers and seats were made transferable; before 1868, 
when a member died his seat was sold and the pro
ceeds went to charity. In 1868 the number of mem
bers on the New Y ork  Stock Exchange was limited 
to 533. In the late nineteenth century 230 members 
were permitted on the Philadelphia Stock Exchange. 
The number of seats on various exchanges has 
changed over the years due to consolidations of ex 
changes and to the need for more members to ac
commodate the growing amount of business. Today 
the number of members permitted on exchanges 
ranges from 1,366 on the New Y ork  Stock E x 
change, to 70 on the Detroit Stock Exchange, and 
to 7 on the Richmond Stock Exchange.

The value of membership on an exchange derives 
from the right of the owner to transact business on 
the exchange floor. The owner also has the power 
to influence the rules that govern the exchange. 
Over the years the value of seats on various ex 
changes has reflected in part the amount of com 
missions or the volume of potential business, and 
thus prices have varied widely. W hen membership 
was first made saleable on the New York Stock E x 

change, a seat sold for around $7,000. The price 
went as low as $2,750 in 1871. In 1929 a seat plus 
a one-quarter right to another seat sold for $625,000. 
During W orld  W ar II when trading volume dropped, 

the price fell as low as $17,000. A s can be seen from 
the chart, the total value o f stock transactions on the 

New Y ork  Stock Exchange exceeds the value of 
transactions on any of the other exchanges. R e
flecting these differences, a record $515,000 for a 
single seat on the New Y ork  Stock Exchange was 
paid in 1968 compared to a 1968 high of $335,000 on 
the American Stock Exchange and $28,000 on the 
Boston Stock Exchange.

A ll stock exchanges impose controls over the 

character and business reputation of prospective 

members by requiring exchange approval. M ost ex 

changes require a member to be at least 21 years old 

and a citizen of the United States. Some, for example 

the Detroit and Midwest Stock Exchanges, allow 

Canadian members. In 1968 a European securities 

firm was given trading privileges on the Boston 

Stock Exchange.

Seatholders perform several functions. Com 
mission brokers, who make up the largest group, are 
partners or officers of firms which transact business 
with the public. They execute orders on the ex 
change for their customers. Many firms have more 
than one member on a single exchange and many 
have members on several exchanges. A  specialist 
helps maintain a fair and orderly market in the few 
stocks in which he specializes. Odd-lot dealers serve 
investors who trade a few shares of stock at a time 
rather than in round-lots or 100-share units. Floor 
brokers are members who are not associated with a 
member firm but assist commission brokers who 
may be too busy to handle their orders quickly. 
Traders deal for their own account but their trans
actions must meet certain requirements set forth by 
an exchange.

M ary Ann Chappell
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